
Guidelines of basic elements for Research Writing

(Planning the Research)

 What do I do? Where do I start?

 The Research Project Proposal,

- Green area research, financial support, clear/well developed.

 Elements of the Research Proposal,

- Title, Problem identifying, Objectives, Literature review.

 Evaluating Research Proposals,

- Typical criteria for evaluation.

 Importance of Flexibility,

 Funding for Economic Research,

 Importance of Writing,

 Writing Guidelines and Tips,

- Simplicity, precision.
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Introduction to the course

 Course Activities (Grading Criteria) 

 Class Participation: 

Assignment/Quizzes: 

 Chapter readings, ppt & discussions:

 Research Article implementation/ demo:

Mid Term Exam:  

 Final Term Exam:  
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Journals & Conferences 

for R&D

• Journals: 
— ACM COMPUTING 

— ACM TRANSACTIONS ON 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

— IBM JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT

— IEEE COMMUNICATIONS 
LETTERS

— IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
MAGAZINE

— IEEE TRANS. CONSUMER 
ELECTRONICS

— EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF 
APPLIED SCIENCES

— PATTERN RECOGNITION

— ELSEVIER DIGITAL 
COMMUNICATIONS AND 
NETWORKS

— MDPI REMOTE SENSING

… …
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• Conferences/Symposium/Workshops: 
SPRINGER: 

— INTERACT

— ICFCA

IEEE:

— INFOCOM

— ICECCT

— ICIT

ACM:

— ICMI

— WebSci

European Conf: 

— ECIS

— ECML

LNCS/LNAI/LNBI:

— ICCS

— ICT

— IHCI

… … 



Course Books (for Reference)

 Research Methodology 

(Methods and Techniques)

By: C. R. Kothari

Published by New age International 

Publishers

 Research Methods: 

A practical guide for students and 

Researchers

By: Willie Tan

Published by World Scientific
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?

 In this and the next few lectures, some useful guidelines 

for students are provided on planning and doing research.

Focused on “time tested” and “very dependable” 

approach.

Select most professional supervisor in your specific field, 

who has diversity in this field. He/she knows the starting 

and ending phases very clearly before starting you 

research. (key: ask for clear picture. i.e., system model or architecture)

 “…deceptively simple as a concept or approach, yet inherently 

difficult and taxing in implementing..”
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

 Let’s say you need some research resources for a paper 

you’re writing for your thesis. You have a general topic –

marijuana – and you know you need resources, but you 

aren’t sure how to get started.

Your impulse would be to start with the Internet, but 

instead, first consider what you need to find: 

quality, credible resources 

about or related to marijuana
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“ Need to Narrow? Ask These…”

“Marijuana” is a very, very broad topic, and trying to 

research a very, very broad topic is very, very difficult. 

You need to narrow the topic down to something more 

specific – you can narrow the topic by asking yourself 

questions about the topic, such as…
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“ Narrowing What you Need”

What do I find interesting about the topic?

What might I find useful to learn?

What personal experiences (deep knowledge) have I had 

that relate to some aspect of the topic?

What misconceptions do people have about the topic that 

I’d like to clarify?

What myths exist about the topic that I’d like to dispel?

What would I like to learn more about with regard to this 

topic?
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“ Asking the questions leads to…”

The narrowing and focusing of the topic.

The creation of a thesis statement, which becomes the 

backbone of your paper.

From the thesis statement, you can generate keywords.

Keywords are the most important parts of your thesis 

statement and are what you use to conduct searches when 

looking for resources (but we’ll talk more about keywords 

and keyword searching later).
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Medical marijuana should be legalized for health security purpose.

• marijuana

• legalized

• medicinal

• purposes

• cannabis

• legalization

• medicine

• medical

• “medical marijuana” 

• law

• treatment

• seizures

• migraines/headaches

• glaucoma

• “pain relief”

• chemotherapy

• “case study” (or studies)

• doctors

Marijuana should be legalized for medicinal purposes.

Medical marijuana should be legalized for the treatment of seizures, glaucoma, 

and nausea as a result of chemotherapy.

I strongly advocate keeping a list of keywords – it can help you 

focus and organize!
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“More on Keywords”

 Keyword searching is how you’re going to be conducting 

most of your searching. Keyword searching is the 

combination of key words (get it?) with operators (AND, 

OR, and NOT) to produce search strings.

 Remember, keywords will come from your thesis 

statement, but you ought to include related words and 

concepts as well.

When using phrases – like medical marijuana – you need 

to put the phrase in quotation marks: 

“medical marijuana”
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“NEXT STEP: *NOT* Searching YET”

 That’s right – we’re not searching yet. Hold your horses! 

There’s something you need to know. 

Know how most professors (and librarians) shrink when 

you use Google and other search engines and rely too 

heavily on websites for your research? 

The reason for this is that the Internet is NOT moderated 

or quality-controlled, and there’s a lot of GARBAGE and 

RUMOR and outright MISINFORMATION floating 

around.
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“*NOT* Searching YET”

 You don’t want to write a paper or conduct research with 

GARBAGE, RUMOR, or MISINFORMATION, do you? 

OF COURSE NOT!

You wouldn’t feed a baby GARBAGE, would you? OF 

COURSE NOT!

You would feed a baby healthy, safe, clean food, right? 

RIGHT!

Think of your paper like a baby – you want to fill it with 

healthy, safe, clean things!
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“*NOT* Searching YET”

 “healthy, safe, clean things” = scholarly, peer-reviewed, 

research-oriented resources.

There ARE scholarly, peer-reviewed, research-oriented 

resources on the Internet – but it usually takes extra effort 

and time to find them.

However, starting with the Library’s resources means that 

you’re heading straight for those resources right out of the 

gate – the Library is CHOCK-FULL of scholarly, peer-

reviewed resources!
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“ So… what are scholarly resources?”

Written by experts.

 Focus on a particular field, topic, or discipline.

 Intended for others in that field or career.

 “Proper” language, technical vocabulary.

No ads.

RESEARCH ORIENTED.

* Journals are scholarly
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“ So… what are scholarly resources?”

Written by journalists.

Usually cover broad topics, fields, issues, or disciplines.

Usually appeal to a wide audience.

 Everyday language, slang, even profanity.

 LOTS of ads.

NOT RESEARCH ORIENTED.

* Magazines and newspapers are popular
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“Using the Internet for Research”

 So, I mentioned earlier how your first impulse might be 

to go the Internet, but how that’s not a great idea?

 And remember what I said, too: The reason for this is that 

the Internet is NOT moderated or quality-controlled, and 

there’s a lot of GARBAGE and RUMOR and outright 

MISINFORMATION floating around.

 Let me qualify that: the Internet does have a LOT of 

GOOD information, too, BUT…
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“Using the Internet for Research”

 …sometimes it’s not so easy to tell if a website is 

appropriate for research or not, because remember: not 

everything is appropriate for research.

But there are ways to tell if a website is appropriate for 

research or not.

When using the Internet for research, use the following 

criteria to determine if a website is good for research or 

not – taking the time to evaluate websites will help you 

obtain GOOD resources
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What do I do?   Where do I Start?       (Cont…)

“Evaluating Websites for Research”

 Authority--who created the web page? Are they experts? What are 

their credentials? Do they provide contact information? 

 Accuracy--where did they get their information? Are the facts 

verifiable through another source? Do they list a bibliography of 

citations from where they obtained their information? 

 Objectivity--does the site have biases? Is the information presented 

in such a way to allow the viewer to make his/her own judgment, or 

does the site try to persuade you to adopt its viewpoint? What is the 

purpose of the site? ***

 Currency--when was the site last updated? Are the facts on the site 

up-to-date? Is the information current?

 Coverage--how much of the topic does the resource cover? Does it 

attempt to cover all or most of the aspects, or is it vague?
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1. The Research Project Proposal

 A research plan is the key to successful research.  

The approach to the research needs to be carefully 

constructed and designed.

“the heart of the research plan is the research 

proposal”

 The intent is not to limit creativity … the most 

insightful discovery usually occur within 

structured inquiry.
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1. The Research Project Proposal (Key Points)

 Proposals are generally required

by all entities that support

“green areas” of research.

 They can seek financial support

or simply serve as a guide for

the research. The most stringent

and complex are Ph.D.

dissertation proposals.

 Some funding sources (e.g.,

industry groups), may prefer

short, concise plans without

“academic” aspects.

 Rarely a proposal may be

delivered orally (but these are

usually backed by a written

proposal).

 Effective communication

skills are essential. Thoughts

must be clear and well

developed.

 Proposals serve dual purposes:

Provides an operational plan

for the researcher. This forces

clear understanding of the

intent of the research and

anticipation of potential

problems.

For evaluators (including

graduate committees) a

proposal clarifies the intent of

the research and allows

decisions on approval or

disapproval.
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal

 Although varying in complexity and form, there are common

elements to all research proposals. The figure below shows

components and linkages.

Figure: Linkages among components of a research project.
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.1 Title)

 Project title should be descriptive of the main focus, but no longer 

than necessary.

 NOT a detailed description – but still provide an accurate impression

of the central focus.

e.g., “An Economic Study of the Impacts of Lowering Import 

Tariffs on Textiles on Consumers, Textile Manufacturers, 

and Fiber Producers in the U.S.”

BETTER:  

“Lowering Import Tariffs on U.S. Textiles:  Effects on 

Consumers and Industries”
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.2 Identifying information)

Describes the people and organizations involved in the 

research, and other summary information.

Names, titles, addresses, phone numbers.

People may be grouped:  Project Leader, Cooperators, 

students (committee members). (e.g., A*, B*, C**)

Total budget amount, dates …

NOTE:  detailed budgets and resumes of personnel are 

included later in the proposal.
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.3 Problem Identification 

& explanation)

 Description of the problem being addressed by the research and the 

rationale for the proposed objectives.

 Often, a two step procedure:

1. Develop a general perspective of  the broad problem area.

2. Focus on the part of the problem area to be studied, within resource 

constraints of the project.

 This is the reason (justification) for the 

research.  
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.4 Objectives)

Objectives specify precisely ;

– what the proposed research will discover or accomplish

– identifying the goals of the research, not the means.

Key points are:

1. Universally required in research proposals.

2. Usually best stated as a one-sentence general objective (or goal) and 

a list of specific objectives.

3. Objectives are justified by the problem statement and provide 

direction to the methods and procedures.
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.5 Review of literature)

A summary review of the research literature relevant to the 

proposed study. 

It may be a separate section, or may be incorporated into 

other sections (i.e., Literature review, problems, Related work, 

methods, or conceptual framework). 

It should be confined to only scientific (not popular) 

literature. 

Provides the base of knowledge on what is known about 

the problem to be studied. 

**Must be done (although perhaps not written up) before 

developing problem and objectives.
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.6 Conceptual framework)

Not a universal requirement of research proposals, but 

helps to reduce serious logical errors in research.

It is a conceptual analysis (including algorithms, equations, 

formulas, symbols) of the research problem.

Helps to assure that researchers are examining the problem 

with appropriate concepts.

The primary purpose of some disciplinary research may be 

to develop a conceptual framework.
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.7 Methods & Procedures)

 These describe how the objectives will be achieved – flow directly 

from objectives (i.e., flow diagram, block architecture).

 They address:  

– how will data be generated or collected (i.e., datasets).

– analytical techniques to be used.

– sequence of procedures.

• Methods and procedures ( i.e., no hidden info) in student 

research proposals should be very detailed.
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2. Elements of the Research Proposal (2.8 References)

Documentation of the sources of literature in the proposal.

Includes all sources used to explain, define or document 

the problem.
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3. Evaluating Research Proposals

 Evaluation involves assessing the soundness and 

merit of the research plan.

 The evaluators look for evidence of clarity and 

quality of thought – which reflects on the likely 

quality of the research to be conducted.

 Planning the research and writing the proposal is 

often the most difficult part of the research 

process.
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3. Evaluating Research Proposals                    (Cont…)

Typical Criteria for Evaluation

A.Is the investigator interested in the problem?

B.Is there a genuine lack of knowledge related to the 

problem?

C.Is the research needed by other people?

D.Are the objectives:  

1. appropriate to the problem? 

2. Attainable?

3. Observable or measureable?

4. Sufficiently specific?
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3. Evaluating Research Proposals                    (Cont…)

Typical Criteria for Evaluation … cont.

E.Does the investigator have sufficient resources?

F. Does the proposal recognize appropriate constraints?

G.Is the research likely to be productive?

H.Is the expected value of the research greater than its cost? 

(practically implementable).

I. Are results likely to be widely applicable?
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4. Importance of Flexibility

 The research plan may need to be altered (i.e.,

dynamic ranges or scopes), as the research

progresses.

 Often the researcher learns factors during research

which can improve the design or procedures.

“the project proposal is an asset … but must not

become a straightjacket”.

Major revisions of a research proposal require

approval from the granting agency.
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5. Funding for Economic Research

 There is little direct support (public or private) for 

disciplinary economic research.

– There is a perceived “lack of benefit” of such research 

since it doesn’t deal with applied matters.

– Disciplinary research is often directed to the inability 

of current theories to provide insight into current 

issues.

 There is however public support for applied 

problem-solving and subject-matter research in 

economics.

– Understand and predict economic phenomenon and the 

effects of social and political actions.
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6. Importance of Writing

“To write well is to think well” 
(Ghebremendhin & Tweeten, 1994)

 Good writing provides the evidence of good 
thinking.   “visible thinking”

 Poor writing is a recognized problem both within 
graduate programs in economics and among 
professional economists.

 As with other scientists, we often fail to 
communicate well due to excessive jargon 
(scientific wording), use of mathematics and 
unclear writing.
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6. Importance of Writing                                   (Cont…)

Good Technical or scientific writing is difficult 

due to the complex nature of the subject and the 

need to be very exact.

Good writing can be learned and taught.  It 

requires practice and patience. 

It is a process – involving rewriting, often many 

times.

Writing goes beyond simply reporting research
– Makes research results accessible to others.

– Affects one’s professional standing.

– Provides evidence of research productivity.
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6. Importance of Writing                                   (Cont…)

In effective written communication we:
– Force ourselves to clarify and refine our thoughts.

– Place them in logical order.

– Allow others to “grasp” our thought processes and reasoning.

This is why written research proposals are of 

special importance in planning economic research.

The process can differ at various stages;  

- early stages may just involve “scribbling” notes,    

- while final reports and manuscripts require 

great precision and organization.
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7. Writing Guidelines and Tips

 These guidelines apply to all technical writing
(reports, journal articles, etc.), not just research 
proposals. 

 Research audiences are seeking information, 
insight, knowledge, and perhaps intellectual 
stimulation – not entertainment. 

 However, no one wants to be bored. 

 Effective, efficient writing starts with knowing the 
interests, needs and capabilities of your audience.
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7. Writing Guidelines and Tips                         (Cont…)

Organize what you have to say.

– Achieve a logical order in presenting thoughts and 

information.

– “Direct” your reader’s thinking and understanding.

A good way to organize is to use an outline. 

- An outline is a tool for organizing the flow –

major points, subpoints and connections between 

them.
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7. Writing Guidelines and Tips                         (Cont…)

Several characteristics of writing can foster clear 
and logical communications.

1. Simplicity – simple, direct statements are better than complex, 
rambling or wordy ones.

2. Precision – or lack of ambiguity in words or phrases fosters clarity 
of meaning.

However, simplicity and precision may conflict.  A 
balance must be struck in keeping it simple but 
providing enough detail for precise meaning.
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7. Writing Guidelines and Tips                         (Cont…)

Avoid advocacy or judgmental statements.  Remain as 

impartial as possible.

 It is also a good idea to have your writing reviewed, 

evaluated and critiqued by experienced writers. 

Your should also be willing to review other people’s 

writing – this can help you to be more objective and 

critical of your own writing.

Written guidelines for doing “critiques” of other’s 

writing.

Computer word processing editing software can also 

be helpful, but don’t except suggestions blindly.
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8. Some Technical Points of Style

 Page margins and line spacing – these can vary.

Mathematical and statistical notation – publications vary 
in what is acceptable.

Citations and reference notes – footnotes and referencing.

Tables, charts, and graphs – should be clear and “stand 
alone”.

Verb tense – don’t vary within a section.

 Publication costs:- before formatting check costs and its 
impact factors.
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